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Forward

Making Sense of Language Arts is a multi-sensory approach to teaching
children
to read and write. The program was developed by Linda Wihl, who has
been championing early childhood literacy for over 30 years. These
methods have been used in tutoring kindergarten through twelfth grade
(K-12) children attending in-school and after school programs.

Each year, 80% or more of the children who are involved in the programs
show significant improvement within their skill sets. Our kindergarten
literacy program also provides 1-on-1 tutoring. Studies show that children
who enter kindergarten with below average language arts skills
consistently leave with above average or better skills with the ability to
read simple words!

Linda Wihl served as the Executive Director of Winton Place Youth Center
for 15 years and has been recognized for helping children succeed. She
served on the Cincinnati Mayor’s Commission on Children, and for the last
30 years, served as a volunteer coordinator in Cincinnati Public Schools. As
the Cincinnati Regional Director of the Ignatian Volunteer Corps, she has
also recruited volunteer tutors for Making Sense of Language Arts.

Linda Wihl obtained a bachelor’s degree in Psychology from California
State University Sacramento and a master’s degree Pastoral Ministry from
the University of Dayton. She has completed Child Development Associates
coursework from the National Association for the Education of Young
Children and has been trained in the credible Lindamood-Bell System.
Linda’s ultimate passion is teaching children to read.

Linda continues to recruit educational professionals and volunteers to
share and fulfill her dream of bridging the literacy gap for children in need.
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Introduction

Why is it that we know more about the Cherokee Nation than any other
Native American culture threatened to extinction by the “colonization of
America?” A brave Cherokee named Sequoia saw the advantage that
written language gave his European counterparts and developed an
alphabet to capture the sounds of his native tongue. As a result, his tribe’s
stories and history were better documented than other cultures that bore
the loss of elders to disease and destruction.

Written and spoken language is a gift that we so often take for granted but
remains a mystery to many of our children. Why do so many children have
di�culty with language arts? The neurological network of some children
may have been:

● Deprived by the lack of stimulation in a home a�ected by poverty
● “Fried” by a parent’s substance abuse
● Raised by dual career parents who had better things to do than

“baby talk”
● Influenced by genetic inheritance
● Or have a myriad of other reasons, such as high fevers

Sensory teaching techniques empower these children to bridge stronger
areas of their brain (i.e. motor, visual, etc.) with the language center and
build the dendrites to begin to express themselves. But for whatever the
reason the problem exists, the good news is that there are other ways to
approach language development that “gets through” to kids whose brains
might be wired di�erently due to external factors. Traditional methods of
visual and auditory teaching may not be working, but there are other ways
to teach. The work of Howard Gardener, Samuel Orton, Anna Gillingham,
Patricia Lindamood and Nancy Bell (to name a few), show us that we can
use all of the five senses to teach children when written and auditory
methods alone do not succeed.

Teaching language arts through a multi-sensory approach has been very
rewarding for both the children we serve and the volunteers and sta�
involved. Today, I watched a tutor work with a kindergartner that just a few
weeks ago knew very few letter sounds. She now instantly responds to the
sight of each letter with the sound it makes. Like my Spanish teachers who
used to say, “You must think the language,” she has learned to think the
language and interpret the sound. One of my former volunteers, Dr. Rob
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Faul, described it well. “It’s like medicine, you diagnose the problem, create
an individualized treatment plan and the healing begins.”

Children can prefer one style of learning and be adept in many. It is
important to note their strengths and what techniques are e�ective with
the children you serve. The best teacher is one who can be eclectic and
pull from a variety of resources to find those, which serve the present
needs.

This text is not meant to be a comprehensive listing of learning styles or
multi-sensory techniques, but merely a glimpse at the possibilities. When
the needs and abilities of your students drive your teaching, you will create
approaches you have not begun to imagine. The medical model for
diagnosing “disease” may be an okay analogy, but it implies that what isn’t
normal is flawed. Unfortunately, many children who learn in untraditional
ways are often led to believe they are flawed. In reality, they just learn in
their own unique way. It is our challenge to uncover each child’s di�erent
learning style so we can adapt our teaching methods to better serve each
individual.

My common question to teachers and tutors is, “What is challenging you
the most when it comes to teaching this child?” It is a good clue to learn
how he or she learns.

● The child who cannot sit still or stay at the table is probably a kinetic
learner and needs to move in order to learn most e�ectively.

● The child who hums to him or herself and rocks is often a musical
learner and learns skills and ideas faster when set to music.

● The child who always has to be touching, is probably a tactile
learner and remembers what he or she can feel.

● The child who has to talk to neighbors is probably a social group
learner and has to bounce ideas o� others before those ideas can
root in his or her own mind.

● The child who stays glued to the computer or often has his or her
nose “buried in a book” is probably a social-individual learner who
prefers to learn things by thinking them over by his or her self.
Driving all those around him or her crazy, the child who has to read
out loud to absorb the text is probably an auditory learner who has
to hear it to understand it.

● The child who has to write lengthy notes and can’t just listen to the
teacher is probably a written learner.
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● The child who has to see things, loves videos and demonstrations is
probably a visual learner.

Whatever the subject matter being taught, the material is better absorbed
when presented in a manner that matches the learning styles of each
student. It just makes sense!

Why is it so critical that we succeed in teaching our children, all children, to
read and write? It is no less important today than in the days of Sequoia, it
is a matter of survival for our civilization.
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Preface

Mark’s Story
I may have a very active imagination, but when my son, Mark, was a
newborn, he didn’t cry when he needed me. He made a calling sound that I
was sure sounded like, “mom,” (just like his three year old brother). At 6
months, he ran a very high fever; the calling sounds stopped and he cried
when he wanted me like every other infant does.

Before he turned 1 year old, I started noticing that he would repeat the
same vowel sounds over and over, but not make actual words. To him, he
thought he was making words, and since his brother had started speaking
in sentences at 8 months, I figured he was trying to speak to me. The
doctor thought I was a pushy mom and said Mark was way too young to be
trying purposeful speech.

Over the next 3 months, I saw him become increasingly frustrated that he
could not communicate. He would yell the same thing over and over. One
day, we were watching a quiz show and the statement read, “This dinosaur
has 3 horns.” Though he was less than one and a half he shouted out, “I eh
a ah.” His brother yelled, “Did you hear him Mommy he said triceratops.” I
could have sworn I heard it too!

On our way to the doctor’s o�ce for his 18 month checkup, Mark started
yelling at me, repeating the same thing over and over. He was frustrated
and I felt very ignorant because I had no idea what he wanted. When we
got into the examining room I gave him a crayon to color on the paper that
covered the table (as I always did to ease the waiting), and he wrote the
word “Zoo!” We had passed the zoo on the way to the doctor’s o�ce and he
was very upset that we hadn’t stopped. I couldn’t believe my eyes. When the
doctor came in I reminded her about her comment about “purposeful
speech” (which had become a common refrain by then) and asked her,
“guess who wrote ‘zoo?’” She could not believe it either. After a few Piaget
type exercises, she decided he was indeed trying to speak and was ready
for speech therapy.

For the next year and a half, Mark learned to write better but he did not
learn to speak.
He grew increasingly frustrated and we grew increasingly poorer. Then we
had him
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evaluated at the Center for Developmental Disorders at the Cincinnati
Children’s Hospital. The speech therapist described his problem as
“psychomotor.” “You know how most children can see you do something and
imitate it? Well, Mark sees it but he can’t imitate it. We would need to
stimulate his muscles to teach him how to make sounds. For the next 2
years, I watched as the miracle of speech was unfolding for Mark. He
touched his lips, his teeth, his tongue etc. He learned to make the sound of
letter after letter. I will be forever grateful to the speech pathologist who
diagnosed Mark’s trouble and prescribed a teaching method that was
e�ective in helping him speak. That experience has given me a heart for
others who undergo problems with language development. Watching,
probably, hundreds of hours of therapy I learned to use alternative
methods to teach children who did not learn through traditional means.
Throughout the years, I have tried to learn more and become more adept
at understanding how multisensory teaching works and how to do it better.

I have been asked by resistant teachers, “What makes you an expert?” My
response is, “I’m not.” But any job we leave to experts alone only benefits a
few people. There are only so many “experts” to go around and so many
children who need help with language arts. I have learned to do whatever it
takes to help a child in my care learn to work with the learning style he or
she has, to optimize what is gained from the educational experience.The
proof is in the results. We have seen scores of children who had been
passed on to the 4th grade without knowing all of the letter sounds, be
able to read within 6 months. The key lies in identifying the appropriate
learning style for each child and teaching to his or her strengths. As Paul
Harvey said, “unable to trace the origin of this story, I call it my story.” I
can’t begin to cite all of the sources of all the ideas gathered here. What is
important is that the desire and skill to teach to a child’s strength
becomes your story too!

Multi-sensory therapy doesn’t have to be a privilege reserved for the
few—to learn language arts in the means that best suits each child’s
abilities. Tutors with no expertise can be trained to use these techniques
and open the world of language for our children.
Paraprofessionals with very little training can evaluate a child’s expressive
and receptive language abilities and assign lessons tailored to each child’s
needs and abilities. Schools, afterschool programs and any organization
interested in youth development can provide the kind of resources
necessary for children who think “di�erently” to flourish and grow.
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Sensory Learning Styles
Written by Linda S. Wihl

Illustrations by Luke M. KInne

Tactile
Touch, what a wonderful gift! We can sense fuzzy, prickly, hard, soft,
warm, rough, smooth and a variety of textures, densities and temperatures.
There are many nerves in the network of our brains and bodies that are
related to touch. When we are having di�culty learning by seeing and
hearing it is a good idea to “feel” what we have been missing.

A tutor once came in from a session with sidewalk chalk saying, “This is too
hard, the sidewalk is really bumpy and it takes a lot of work for her to write
these letters!” My response was, “Great! The bumpier it is, the better it is.”
Each time the chalk bumps over a pebble in the sidewalk on the way to
writing a “k” it is sending messages to the tactile part of our brain saying,
“this is what a ‘k’ feels like.” The process is:
Tracing the letter,
Saying the sound,
Bringing to mind words that begin with the sound,
And eventually naming the letter (focusing on naming the letter before
mastering the sound often causes children to have di�culty decoding —
for example “y” is often pronounce /w/ by children who have been taught to
name the letter first.) Feeling “k” sends a “touch tone” to our brains so the
sound and associated words sink deep into our memory.

Tactile teaching techniques can be used for letters, words, sentences, math
problems, other languages—whatever subject is in need of mastering.
Tactile techniques can be used at any age—as a junior in high school one
of my sons was encouraged to use a fuzzy carpet square to write with his
finger to help memorize new Spanish vocabulary words. We work with
kindergartners in sand or rice to teach the letter sounds. Have you ever
seen national spelling bees and watched the best of the best writing the
word on his or her hand with a finger—touch is a powerful pathway to
remembering. A classroom or tutoring session rich with tactile experiences
provides a great environment for learning!
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Social Learning Styles

A. Sidewalk Chalk

Materials: Brightly colored, large chalk, sidewalk (the bumpier, the
better) or rough indoor surface where permitted

Hints:
Writing really “big” also engages large muscles and serves as a kinetic
activity as well.
Repeat each new concept at least 6 times (the average number of
times it takes to move the concept from short to long term memory).

Sample Application: Beginning Sounds
“I am going to give you a word and I want you to write the beginning
sound. Butterfly What sound does it start with?”
Child should respond /b/.
“Great, now write the sound.”
Continue with a list of words that repeats each sound being taught or
reviewed 6 times and be sure to:
Have child write the letter
Say the sound
Give the word or words that begin with the sound
After mastering the sounds, ask the child to name the letters.

Other Applications:
Memorizing spelling words, memorizing math problems, translating
words to other languages, teaching shapes, learning to write your
name, etc.
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Sensory Learning Style

A. Sidewalk Chalk
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Sensory Learning Style

B. Rice Writing

Materials: Plastic container with a layer of dry (uncooked) rice

Hints:
Make sure the container has a tightly fitting lid and store in a plastic
bag that can be sealed as well (unless you want your supply bag to be
covered in rice).
It is not important to be able to see the letter, number or words once it
is written—what is important is that the child can feel it. So watch to be
sure the right response has been written and move on—don’t expect to
see a perfectly formed letter.

Sample Application: Beginning Sounds: Sounds to Words
“Show me what makes the ___________ sound.” Child writes the
letter in rice.
“What sound does it make?” Child repeats the sound.
“Can you tell me some words that begin with the sound?” Child lists
words—you may need to make some suggestions or give hints to
“prime the pump”
If the child knows how to write the “sound”/letter move on to the next.
If not have the child repeat this sound (writing and saying it) six times
varying the prompt each time:
Here’s how I write the _____ sound. Now you do it.
Can you write it slowly?
Now do it fast?
Do it quietly.
Do it loudly.
One more time.
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Sensory Learning Styles

B. Rice Writing
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Sensory Learning Styles

C. Clay

Materials: Brightly colored clay, sealed plastic container, washable
surface to work on

Hints:
Use only one color, otherwise children will want to use them all and
blend them all into one bland color anyway.
Rolling clay into “ropes” ahead of time makes it easier for the child to
form the letters or words quickly.
Keeping the container tightly sealed makes the clay last longer.

Sample Application: Word Families
Today we’re going to work on rhyming words, words that have the
same end sound. Sometimes we call these “word families.” Let’s start
with the “at” family. Make the letters a and t with the clay.
I have written “at” point to the letters you’ve made.
Now you make it “cat.” Child makes a c and puts it before the “at.”
Now you make it “bat.” Child makes a b and puts it before the “at.”
Now you make it “hat.” Child makes an h and puts it before the “at.”
Now you make it “fat.” Child makes an f and puts it before the “at.”
Now you make it “rat.” Child makes an r and puts it before the “at.”
Now you make it “sat.” Child makes an s and puts it before the “at.”
Now you make it “mat.” Child makes an m and puts it before the “at.”
Now you make it “vat.” Child makes a v and puts it before the “at.”
Now you make it “pat.” Child makes a p and puts it before the “at.”

Now you make it “at.” Child removes them and makes “at.”
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Sensory Learning Styles
C. Clay
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Sensory Learning Styles

D. Sandpaper

Materials: Sandpaper rectangles, a thin permanent marker.

Hints:
The sandpaper can be purchased as small sheets or larger sheets
that can be cut into fours—keep it simple and inexpensive.
Make the sandpaper “cards” ahead of time by printing the letter or
words with the permanent marker, writing large enough for the child to
trace with his or her finger.
Be sure you have the child’s preferred name and correct spelling of
that name ahead of time.

Sample Application: Name Writing
“Today we’re going to work on writing your name. Your name is
written on this sandpaper. I want you to trace your name with your
finger and feel what your name feels like.” Child should trace over his
or her name with an index finger. (See the letter writing guide in the
tools section.)
Now I want you to trace it and say it again slowly.
Now I want you to trace it and say it again quickly.
Now trace it and say it loudly.
Now trace it and whisper it.
Write it and say it one more time.
After the child has done this six times, have him or her write the name
on manuscript paper at least six times. Some children enter school
without being able to recognize their names, much less write them, so
some will need additional practice. Send the sand paper “name card”
home with the child for more practice.
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Sensory Learning Style

D. Sandpaper
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Sensory Learning Style

E. Finger Paint

Materials: One sealable container of washable finger paint, extra
paper, a wet wipe or tissues to clean up afterwards, (some may want
bibs or aprons to cover child’s clothing).

Hints:
Control the use of paint by putting a small glob of paint in the corner of
a blank sheet of paper and have the child use his or her index finger to
write the letters.

Sample Application: Ending sound X
“Remember the most common sound of x is ‘ks’. We usually hear this
sound at the end of a word like box. When I say a word that ends in x
“ks”, I want you to write the letter x with finger paint like this.” Model
writing an X with the finger paint and wiping o� your finger.
“Hot” Child should not write an x, if she or he does ask “Did I say hox?”
No, hot does not end with x. What sound does hot end with? t
“Box” Child should write an x. If not say the word again and
emphasize the “ks” sound at the end.

Continue with other simple words (consonant–vowel--consonant words
using letters that have already been taught) until the child is able to
consistently identify the words that end in x such as fix, mix, six, fox,
box, pox, Rex, hex, lax, max, tux, wax, and sax.
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Sensory Learning Style

E. Finger Paint
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Sensory Learning Style
Music

Over 30 years ago I learned the song, “La Cucaracha,” (The Cockroach).
I still remember every Spanish word, what each one means and even the
teacherwho taught me the song. Why? I’m a musical learner.

Music can rally warriors, “soothe the savage beast,” brings tears to our
eyes and love to our hearts. What a powerful tool!

Young children who constantly hum and rock, especially when comforting
themselves, are often perceived as delayed. Often this is just a sign that
you have a musical learner on your hands. (The child with a severe
physiological impairment does not have the receptive skills to take in
information.) Many of these children possess receptive skills, but may not
have expressive skills. A simple tool can be administered by
paraprofessionals to determine whether a child has a problem with
receptive ability, (i.e. the Kaufman Survey of Early Academic and
Language Skills). However, diagnostic testing should never be used to close
doors, just to open ones closer to home. In other words, testing a child for
his or her abilities should help us to focus on the next step to take in his or
her development, not lead us to say that he or she cannot develop, and
therefore, why bother trying to teach this child.

If a child who hums and rocks has trouble remembering rules, such as
when to be quiet or how to behave appropriately, set these rules to music
and he or she will remember them better and self correct. I’m not saying
that children should be able to disrupt the classroom, but that the method
by which they disrupt the class can be harnessed to “reel them in” to
acceptable behavior.

Isn’t it amazing that a child who can’t memorize his or her math facts has
the words to every popular song committed to memory? There’s a reason
for that; music teaches and should not be relegated to a “special class” but
integrated into all our teaching. If you don’t want to sing before the entire
class, use a listening station that musical learners can tap into at will to
help them remember the things they need to know. One teacher
highlighted in the film “Waiting for Superman,” uses music to teach her
students math facts. She calls the songs, “disposable crutches”—a
temporary tool to lean on until that strength is developed.
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Notes
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Sensory Learning Style

F. Teaching Phonics

Music is a great way to drill something that needs repetition into our
brains. I encourage parents to put on repetitive music CDs (such as
Discovery Toy’s Sounds Like Fun “Alphabet Sound Song”) while
children are nodding o� to sleep at night. Here’s another song that
can be used in the classroom.

Hints:
Teachers may want to give each student a wipe o� board or chalk
paddle to write the sound on or ask the students to write the letter/s
on a large sheet of paper covering his or her desk.

“Write It Down” to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”

If you know what makes the /b/ sound write it down.
If you know what makes the /b/ sound write it down.
If a “b” is what you hear then you’re sure to read my dear.
If you know what makes the /b/ sound write it down.

Continue to repeat the above verse with each sound/letter being
taught or reviewed. Make sure to check what the child has written
and o�er corrective feedback if necessary.

If you know what makes the /s/ sound write it down.
If you know what makes the /s/ sound write it down.
If an “s” is what you hear then you’re sure to read my dear.
If you know what makes the /s/ sound write it down.
If the child o�ers another letter that has the same sound, that’s okay.

You may want to ask them, “What else makes that sound?” to
stretch their understanding.
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Sensory Learning Styles

F. Teaching Phonics
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Sensory Learning Styles

G. Teaching Vowels

I walked into a kindergarten classroom once and instead of hearing,
“Old MacDonald had a farm, e-i-e-i-o”, they sang “a-e-i-o-u”.
“Great,” I thought, “what a great way to remember the vowels.”
Vowels are the toughest phonetic task to tackle because they can
make multiple sounds. This song takes the idea a step or two
further, making the whole song about vowels. (We focus on the
short and/or long vowel sounds.)

Hint:
Write the vowels on the board so that you can point to the next
vowel to begin each verse.

Old MacDonald Had a Book

Old MacDonald had a book, a-e-i-o-u
And in that book he had an “a”, a-e-i-o-u
With an a, a here (using short vowels sound)
And an a, a there (short vowels again)
Here an a, there an a everywhere an a a
Old Mac Donald had a book a-e-i-o-u

And in that book he had an “e”, a-e-i-o-u
(as the child progresses use both short and long sound)
With an ĕ, ĕ, here And an ē, ē there
Here an ĕ, There an ē Everywhere an ĕ ē
Old MacDonald had a book, a-e-i-o-u!
Continue with remaining vowels

Sensory Learning Style
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G. Teaching Vowels
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Sensory Learning Style

H. Teaching Digraphs

Music is a great way to help children memorize any concept. Think up a
simple melody that fits your ideas and put those ideas to music. This song
about digraphs is sung to the tune of “Achy Breaky Heart” by Billy Ray
Cyrus.
Digraph Chorus:
When you see digraphs
Don’t take the sounds apart
Leave them all together from the start

I said when you see digraphs
Don’t take the sounds apart
Taking them apart will break their hearts.

Like when you see “th”
You say the sound of /th/
Like “this”, “there”, “then” and “think” and “that”
And when you see “sh”
You say the sound of /sh/
Like “Should”, “share”, “shine”, and “shoe” and “shout”

Repeat chorus

Like when you see “CH”
You say the sound of /ch/
Like “chain”, “chew”, “church”, “cha-ching” and “chat”.

And when you see “PH”
You say the sound of /f/
Like “phone”, “phase”, “photograph” and “phat”.

Repeat chorus.
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Sensory Learning Style

H. Teaching Digraphs
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Sensory Learning Style

I. Teaching Classroom Rules

Humming and rocking can get very annoying and distracting in a
classroom. Young musical learners often need to be reminded of
rules and made aware of when they are disrupting others. We put
these rules to music to help musical learners internalize the code of
conduct for the classroom.

Rules of the Room to the tune of “This Is The Way We Wash Our
Clothes”

We raise our hands to ask a question,
Ask a question, ask a question.
We raise our hands our hands to ask a question,
When we’re in the classroom.

If you want something say “please and thanks”,
“Please and thanks”, “Please and thanks”
If you want something say “Please and thanks”
When you’re in the classroom.

When it’s quiet don’t talk out loud,
Don’t talk out loud, don’t talk out loud.
When it’s quiet don’t talk out loud,
When you’re in the classroom.

When we work we sit in chairs,
Sit in chairs, sit in chairs.
When we work we sit in chairs
When we’re in the classroom.
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Sensory Learning Style
Lesson Plan

I. Teaching Classroom Rules
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Sensory Learning Style
J. Rap and Rhythm

Okay, you may not be musical yourself. You may be saying “I can’t
come up with catchy tunes.” Fear not! You don’t have to be a
musical genius to work with musical learners. I worked with one
child who had struggled with spelling forever. He loves music and is
constantly humming and when allowed, sings out loud. Finally, I
decided to set his spelling words to a rhythm. He can easily
remember letters in groups of three so for example, we might “rap”
justice by spelling “j-u-s”, “t-i-c”, “e!” We snap our fingers while
we’re doing it and try to keep a beat. Overnight, this child went from
D’s and F’s on spelling to A’s and B’s. Some people clap a rhythm
with the spelling words to help musical learners learn to spell.

When a technique is that successful it is important to encourage
children to internalize the teaching strategy and break their words
into rhythms without being prompted by you. Most children are so
enthused by their successes that they will internalize the skill almost
automatically.

Some children have a high need for routine and will find one or two
methods they prefer. Ritual use of the method that he or she prefers
can produce some amazing results. Some children have a high
need for novelty and will best be served by o�ering them a variety of
related activities. Play with it!
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Sensory Learning Style
J. Rap and Rhythm
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Sensory Learning Styles

Kinetic

I have always maintained that we can solve any energy crisis by
harnessing the power of the fidgeter. There are some people who cannot
stand still without a great deal of e�ort. They are the perfect example of
“things in motion tend to stay in motion.” You see a child walk in the
classroom with gangly legs all covered in bruises and a bandage or two on
her elbows or knees and you can pretty well guess this is a kinetic learner.

This kind of learner can challenge a classroom teacher. The constant
motion is disruptive to those around him or her and the child never seems
to sit down long enough to focus on anything. Harness the power!

One 6th grader was having trouble with spelling from the beginning. She
just couldn’t seem to get the letters in the right order. But she was a kinetic
learner so we started having her “jump” her spelling words (explained later).
By the end of the1st week, she got an “A” on her spelling test and continued
to do so! It was such a successful approach for her that she would come in
and ritually get the alphabet floor puzzle out, jump her spelling words and
then go about her daily routine. Any attempt to stray from this routine
would upset her whole afternoon.

I’m not saying that children should be allowed to roam freely throughout
the classroom or move around at-will. We do children a disservice when we
don’t ask them to control behaviors that are inappropriate for group
settings. But we should give these children the opportunity to use their
strengths sometime throughout the day, and not just in physical
education classes.

If there’s a corner of the room where children are used to seeing controlled
movement, most will become immune to the distraction. Or if your space is
limited, you may want to have your kinetic learners take turns in the
hallway with supervision. Perhaps you will need to find a separate space
that isn’t distracting to those who have di�culty focusing. Finding a space
where kinetic learners can move to learn sometime throughout the day, is
well worth the e�ort. These kids truly speak, “body language.”
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Notes
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Sensory Learning Styles

K. Jumping Words and Sentences

Materials:
large foam floor puzzle with all the letters of the alphabet or
a sturdy plastic table cloth with the letters written on it and taped to the
floor or outside letters of the alphabet written in sidewalk chalk within a 6”
by 6” space.

Hints:
The letters can be placed randomly but make sure they are all facing in the
direction of the child.
Remember it takes an average of six repetitions to move a concept from
short term memory to long term memory—so if a word is “jumped”
incorrectly repeat the correct order 6 times to remember the correct
spelling.

Sample Application:
Take the child’s list of spelling words for the week or other word list (i.e.
word list generated by diagnostic tests i.e. Kaufman Test of Educational
Achievement).
“Let’s try this word together while I sound out the word.” Sound out the
word slowly & have the child jump from letter to letter.
“Now you try it on your own.” Say the word & have the child jump it.
If the child doesn’t spell the word correctly repeat 6 times varying the
prompt. Let’s spell it together again—you sound out the word, child jumps
from letter to letter.
Now let’s do it slowly.
Let’s try it faster.
Try hopping from letter to letter.
Try stomping from letter to letter.
One more time.
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Sensory Learning Styles
L. Rope Writing

Materials:
At least two sections 18”-24” each of soft flexible rope

Hint:
Although this is a kinetic activity taking one’s shoes o� makes it a
tactile experience as well.

Sample Application: Letter Walking
Have the child lay the rope(s) on the ground to form a letter such as
the beginning letter of a word.
Have the child walk, in the prescribed direction, the shape of the
letter while making the sound.
When he or she is finished give the name of the letter and other
words that begin with that sound.

Example:
What sound does “love” start with? /l/
With the rope show me how to make that sound. L or l
Now walk the letter while making the sound. Child walks along the
rope in the direction he or she would write it.
Can you tell me other words that begin with the /l/ sound?
Lady, lunch, lucky, line, lion
Continue with other words and have child create the shape of the
beginning sound then walk the path while making the sound
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Sensory Learning Style
M. Slap Happy

Materials:
Sticky note pads with the letters or words that are being reviewed
written on each sheet
This application should have the following words written on sticky
sheets
No, go, so,
Bow, low, mow, row, tow (like dragging something),
Toe, doe (a female deer), foe (enemy), hoe (tool), Joe,
Boat, goat, oat, coat.

Hints:
To make the most of this tactile experience place the sticky sheets
farther apart. Stretching the muscles in the upper arm is a gross
motor action and connects with the kinetic part of the brain.

Sample Application: Word Slapping
Remember long “o” can be written with just O like in “no”, “ow” like in
“bow”, oa like in “boat” or oe like in “toe”.

I’m going to say a long o word and I want you to slap the right word.
Say one of the words listed above and have the child slap the word.
Read through the list and have the child slap each word.

When each word has been identified the child can sort the words by
the spelling of the long o sound (as they are sorted in the rows
above).
(You can also have each letter written on an individual sheet and
have the child slap out each letter of the word as well).
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N. Pretend Painting and Air Writing

Materials:
For pretend painting use a brush on a wall, wipe-o�-board or table
For air writing just use an index finger and write in the air (or on the
wall)

Hint:
Remember to have the child use gross motor skills by writing large
letters.

Sample Application: Pretend Painting
We’re going to pretend to paint some words on this wall. We don’t
use real paint to write on walls because we respect the property of
others.
Remember to say the word, segment the words and repeat the word
quickly.
Engage the six repetitions process for any words spelled incorrectly
changing the prompt each time.

Sample Application: Air Writing
We’re going to pretend to write words in the air (or on the wall). Use
your finger to write the word.
Remember to say the word, segment the words and repeat the word
quickly.
Engage the six repetitions process for any words spelled incorrectly
changing the prompt each time.
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O. Simon Says

‘Simon Says’ can be much more than a simple child’s game. Some children
enter school not knowing how to follow directions. Some parents may not
expect children to follow through with their requests. Some parents may
use “double bind” communication—saying one thing with their words and
another with their tone of voice or expressions. So the game Simon Says
becomes a valuable tool in teaching children to follow directions and
follow
up on verbal clues. It can also be a tool to teach prepositions and action
words.

The object of the game Simon Says is to be the last one standing by the
end of the game. When playing with a child 1-on-1, the objective can
be to “see how long you can stay standing.” If the child fails to respond to a
direction that Simon Says, she or he must sit. If the child responds to a
direction not preceded by “Simon Says,” she or he will sit down also.

Sample Application: Understanding Prepositions
Use the following clues and precede some of them with “Simon Says:”
Stand behind the chair.
Put the book on the chair.
Crawl under the table/desk.
Turn around.
Put your hands above your head.
Put the book below the table.
Stand up.
Sit down.
Stick your tongue out.
Put your tongue in.
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Sensory Learning Styles

Visuals

Visual learners learn by seeing:
illustrations,
graphs,
figures,
videos,
and demonstrations
These are great tools for the visual learner. Teaching the visual
learner involves getting him or her to visualize the subject matter
you are trying to teach.

These are common methods already in use in most classrooms.
However I will make a few suggestions:
keep it simple—make sure the visual image focuses on what
you are teaching and isn’t cluttered with irrelevant
information

● keep it interesting—look for quality illustrations i.e. cards,
posters, books with graphics that really attract the visual
learner

● keep it bright and bold—pale and plain does not grab
attention quite like vivid colors or well defined objects

● keep it inclusive—make sure illustrations reflect diversity of
gender, race and ability

The saying “a picture is worth a thousand words” is exponentially
more important for the visual learner. One kindergarten teacher I
admire most, has a classroom that teaches the moment you enter
it. Enriching the classroom with great visuals enhances the
experience for all children but is vital to the visual learner.
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P. Translating Words into Pictures

Materials:
colored pencils and paper (markers tend to bleed through and limit the
use of both sides of the paper—crayons often give the visual learner the
go ahead to color the whole picture even if you are asking for a simple
response such as “Circle it.”)

Hints:
Visual learners may want to color everything and take up the bulk of the
tutoring time just coloring—motivate them to finish the “work” by saying,
“when we are done with all the work you can come back and color this
page.”
Keep doodling on task by prompting the child to relate any drawing to the
subject at hand i.e. if you’re working on the letter “d” ask him or her to draw
things that start with “d”.

Sample Application: Illustrating a Story
The following story reinforces the vowel digraph “oe”.
Fold two plain sheets of paper in half to create an eight page “book”. Each
sentence is written on a separate page and the child is asked to read the
sentence and illustrate it.
Cover: The Story of Moe and Joe
Page One: Moe and Joe were foes.
Page Two: Moe said, “I will beat my foe.”
Page Three: Moe grabbed a hoe.
Page Four: Joe said, “I will beat my foe.”
Page Five: Joe grabbed a hoe.
Page Six: Joe met Moe. They laughed and laughed.
Page Seven: They rode away on a doe.
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Sensory Learning Style

Q. Translating Pictures into Words

50 years ago, my second grade teacher gave me a picture from a
magazine; a child was clinging to the skirt of his mother in a crowd of
adults. The teacher asked us to write a paragraph about our pictures. I
used the phrase “a forest of legs,” which impressed my teacher enough
that she submitted it to a writing contest. I ended up with a blue ribbon
from who-knows-where. I can still visualize the picture and the blue ribbon.
Art e�ectively evokes the feelings and thoughts of a visual learner. Often
when we ask children to write in a journal, we give them verbal prompts
such as, “Over the summer I...” “My favorite place to be is...” For the
visual learner it is much more powerful to use images to prompt their
writing.

● Keep a file of photos that will stimulate ideas.
● Ask children to bring in pictures from home.
● Use pictures from magazines, newspapers, catalogs.
● Use pictures of subjects that are of high interest for this individual

child.
● Retrieve art from the internet that can evoke ideas.
● Keep a digital camera around and capture and print images that will

spark imagination.
● Focus on one illustration from a story to write about.
● Play “camera.” The child is asked to close his or her eyes and is

escorted to a place. When the escort says, “click,” the child opens
his or her eyes and looks thoroughly at an object, then closes his or
her eyes. The “camera” then returns to the classroom and writes
about what he or she saw.
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Auditory

Auditory teaching techniques abound in the typical classroom.
● We lecture.
● We read aloud.
● We have our students read aloud.
● We listen to recordings.

But as children grow older, more and more of the subject matter is
expected to be assimilated through silently reading to oneself. It is said
that from kindergarten to 3rd grade “we are learning to read;” from 4th on
“we are reading to learn.” For the child who does not absorb information
unless she or he hears it, it becomes increasingly di�cult to keep up.

Note:
By auditory learners we are not referring to children who can hear
something and parrot it back without comprehending what is said.
It is important not to assume that because a child hears what is said that
he or she understands what is said. Some children have di�culty with
auditory processing and do not hold the sounds, words, sentences, or
paragraphs in their minds. Phonemic awareness is the skill that helps a
child retain sounds and the ability to produce the sounds, retain the
sequence of sounds and later syllables, and words. Comprehension is the
skill that empowers the reader or listener to retain the content read or
heard, and understand what is being said. The Lindamood-Bell programs
that address phonemic awareness through comprehension are great
resources for children with processing problems.

● Lindamood Verbalizing and Visualizing for Language
Comprehension,

● Seeing Stars for Reading Accuracy and Fluency,
● Phoneme Sequencing Program for Phonemic Awareness, Reading

and Spelling
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Sensory Learning Style

R. Accommodating the Auditory Learner

So how can we best teach the auditory learner?
By allowing him or her to read aloud

● perhaps finding a space where the child can read aloud without
disturbing others,

● using a plumber’s youtube so that the student can quietly whisper
while reading to him or herself,

● encouraging him or her to read aloud to a peer, a tutor, a parent

By reading out loud to the student
● providing listening centers where the material is available in

audible form and can be listened to with headphones (you can
recruit volunteers, perhaps even shut-ins, who will record the
material to be studied)

● providing a tutor or assistant who can read the material to the
student,

● encouraging parents to read with their children.

Ideally, children should be encouraged to read out loud to themselves
rather than becoming dependent on someone else to read to them unless,
with the exception of a physiological cause.

The Americans with Disabilities Act protects the rights of students with
reading disabilities to be tested orally in subjects not related to reading
abilities.
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Taste and Smell

I would be remiss to talk about sensory teaching techniques without even
mentioning the senses of taste and smell. Much has been learned in the
field of aromatherapy that could be relevant to creating the optimum
environment for learning. It is not an area I have found much information
on or have much experience in. We do know that peppermint is a smell that
increases alertness and eucalyptus can calm a child. At times we o�er a
drowsy child a mint and it has seemed to help.

Taste can be used in teaching language in three ways:
● foods beginning with a particular sound can help to emphasize the

sound
being learned

● foods like whipped cream or icing can be used to write letters and as
the
child is able to identify the letter with the sound she or he is allowed
to eat
the letter

● snacks can also be very strong incentives

When I first started working at the Youth Center, parents did not expect
their children to do their homework. I was not able to mandate that
children do homework so the only children faithfully doing homework were
my own. Then a sponsor gave me a monetary gift with “no strings attached”
and told me to do whatever I wanted with the money. I decided to “kill two
birds with one stone.” The children came to the Center hungry, and the
children weren’t getting any homework done. So we o�ered children who
did their homework a snack as a reward. Overnight habits changed!
Children would regularly do their homework and ask for homework if their
teachers had not assigned any. They wanted those snacks! With the
change in homework habits came improved grades. Within weeks we saw
“Ds” and “Fs” change to “Bs” and even “A.” It was astounding! It is important
to consider the health of the snack without ignoring the need for
something tasty enough to motivate children. Some call it bribery but I call
it incentives.

It is extremely important that program registration forms include listing
any food allergies the child may have. It is critical that great care is given
to respect their special needs.
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S. Taste Activities

Foods that come in, or can be shaped into letters and words include:
● cookies
● crackers
● cereal
● macaroni
● thick flavored gelatin using letter shaped cookie cutters
● whipped cream (cover desk with aluminum foil)
● alphabet soup

One of our volunteer coordinators goes beyond the call of duty by
preparing a snack for each letter of the alphabet; examples include:

● a tea party for the letter T
● happy Face cookies for the letter F
● fruit such as kiwi for K, banana for B, mango for M, apples for short a
● nuts for the letter N
● a cake in the shape of an igloo for short I

Ways to use food to motivate:
● reward e�ort with a snack afterward
● gentle reminders about earning a snack may motivate children to be

more cooperative
● if more frequent reinforcement is needed use a snack such as cereal

and give one piece for each correct response or completed page in
place of a snack at the end of the session

● to review information learned, create board games that have spaces
with a letter or word on each and as the child successfully sounds
out
the letter or word place a piece of cereal or fruit (i.e. grape) on the
space

● end the year with a tutor and student luncheon together
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Social Learning Styles

There are 2 basic social learning styles: social/group and social/individual.
We tend to prefer to learn alone as individuals or within  groups with
others. Respecting this preference in how we teach children enables them
to learn more e�ectively.

Social/Group
Some people need to learn in groups. They don’t understand a concept
until they have bounced it o� of someone else. These are the children who
are always talking with their neighbors instead of working independently.
Although it is important to learn when socializing is acceptable and not, it
is important for them to be given the chance to learn in the context of
relationships.

These children thrive in group projects. They love to play learning games
with others. They love to read to someone or have someone read to them.
They love to discuss what they have read. They love doing things with other
people. Being isolated or left alone to do a task is sheer torture and they
will seek constant attention if it is tolerated. Often these children need to
be introduced to a topic and then instructed to work on their own, and if,
only if, they put in good e�ort to understand the material, you will check
back with them to see how they are doing. They need the assurance that
they are not being left alone. They also need to spend time on their own to
internalize what they have learned socially. It is possible to become too
dependent on others instead of interdependent.

Sometimes, social/group learners are so adept at communication that
they can get their tutors to coach them all the way through their
homework without having applied much thought of their own. It is really
important to make tutors aware of how they are being manipulated so that
the work reflects the child’s knowledge, not the tutor’s. This is especially
evident when a child is tested, and cannot produce the same results by
himself or herself.

Children need to understand that the goal of social interaction is
cooperation; that as we mature we move from just demanding of others, to
the give and take of loving relationships. The social learner can be very
endearing if nurtured well. Social/Individual characteristics will be
discussed after the techniques for social/groups learners.
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T. Games

Social group learners love to play games with others. There are several
basic types of games that can be used to teach many di�erent language
concepts.

Matching games—
Pairs of words or letters in common (i.e. words with the same long vowel
sound or words that follow the same spelling rule, or pictures of object
beginning with the same sound) are written or drawn on cards.
The cards are shu�ed and placed face down in a grid on the table.
Players take turns turning over two cards. If the cards match she or he
keeps the pair and can take another turn. If they don’t match play passes
to the next player. The player with the most matched pairs wins the game.

Board games—
A simple board game is constructed with a “Start”, a path of 12 or more
blank spaces and a “Finish”. Each player has a “marker” to move along the
path.
Cards are made that have objects on them and the words describing the
object with a blank for the initial, medial or final sounds. For example a
picture of a cat could be labeled, “ __at”, or ”c__t”, or “ca__”.
Players take turns, turning over a card, and giving the missing letter. If the
player is correct he or she advances a space, if not the marker stays where
it was.You can add interest to the game by adding cards to the deck that
say “go back two spaces”, “move ahead 2 spaces” etc.
The player who reaches “finish” first wins the game.

Bees—
Competition can be used to motivate children to learn. Bees can range
from the simple, such as “tell me the letter that makes a /b/ sound”; to the
complex world of competitive spelling bees. The bee format can be used
for other concepts such as parts of speech; each team has 15 seconds to
come up with five prepositions, pronouns, verbs, articles etc.
If the question is missed the person or team is asked to sit down. The last
person or team standing wins the game.
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U. Tours

Many children have limited exposure and, as a result, limited vocabulary.
Tours are a great way to expand their vocabulary. Social learners love
taking tours with their tutors.

An example of a tour may be a walk around the room to “find the objects
that begin with the /w/ sound.” Objects may include windows, woman, wall,
waste can, water, wood, words, watch, etc. Prompts may need to be given to
help the child identify an object. Walking field trips can also o�er a great
way to build vocabulary.

Walking through a safe neighborhood, store, library, park etc. can be a
great opportunity to stretch one’s vocabulary. Pointing to objects and
asking the child to name them.

Ideally a tour involves the real objects in their natural settings.
However virtual tours can be taken by browsing a book, playing with toys
or perusing pictures. If an object is new to the child the name should be
repeated at least six times (to move from short term to long term memory).
For example if a child doesn’t know the word for bench when it is pointed
to say:
“I call this a bench. What do I call it?”
“Say it slowly.”
“Say it fast.”
“Say it loudly.”
“Say it quietly.”
“One more time.”

You can also enhance vocabulary by having the child describe the object
with the color, shape, size, parts etc. Simple interactive activities
dramatically
improve a child’s vocabulary and the ability to develop further language
skills.
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V. Free Association

For some children the task of writing sentences using their spelling words
can be a grueling exercise. For some children writing a poem is
“impossible.” That is when having someone help them “free associate” is a
valuable tool.

Spelling Sentences
Split an index card in half. Have the student write a spelling word in one
half. Then the tutor asks for another word that comes to mind when you
hear that word; then the tutor writes the associated word on the other half
of the card. Then, ask why he or she thought of that word. Then, the idea is
crafted into a sentence. For example:
Spelling Word: dress
Associated Word: pink
Idea: a pink dress
Sentence: I have a pink dress.

Painless Poetry
Have the child come up with eight words to describe the subject of the
poem.
Have the child come up with a rhyme for each word.
Write two lines of a poem using the pairs of words. For example:
Subject: Mother
Descriptive word: nice
Rhyming word: rice
My mom is nice.
She makes the best rice.
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W. Shared Reading

Reading to a child not only teaches a child to read but teaches him or her
to love to read. Reading can expand a child’s realm of experience,
vicariously.

So how do we choose a good children’s book?
● language and illustrations are engaging and age appropriate
● the value expressed in the book is positive, moral and clear
● the art is inclusive and the characters diverse
● for young children a repetitive refrain can be engaging
● quality grammar and writing

Interactive reading involves:
● using dramatic inflection and expression
● asking questions along the way
● making sure the child can view the illustrations
● explain any unfamiliar vocabulary or paraphrase as appropriate
● encourage the child to name or describe objects or actions in the

story

Listening to children read one should:
● only prompt the reader when asked
● only o�er correction when it is important
● ask the reader questions about what he or she has read
● make mental or written notes about words or ideas that were di�cult

to be revisited later
● encourage the reader with attentiveness, nonverbal encouragement

and positive comments when appropriate
● encourage children to read with feeling
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Social/Individual

Isn’t that an oxy-moron, social individual? What that means is this person’s
preferred social style is to work as an individual. This learner is an
independent spirit who prefers to read a book, work on computer or listen
to a CD by him or herself.

These individuals don’t like to be assigned to group projects or
discussions. They absorb much more when allowed to work alone. They
draw little attention to themselves and can work for hours on their own.

The down side of this style of learning is that if they have a flaw in their
logic or are unaware of an error it may take a while to detect the problem.
For example a child might have thought that if two words have the same
first letter, they should be alphabetized by the second letter instead. “Apple”
is filed with the “P”s, instead of after “Ant.” They will repeat the error for a
long time if no one is checking on them. It is important to check in on even
the most independent of learners so that when they need correction
someone is there to redirect them before they’ve gone too far o� the path.

Social individuals tend to prefer to read to themselves and then be asked
questions rather than reading aloud to someone else. Social individuals
usually prefer to work on their own instead of in groups. Social individuals
might do better doing drills on the computer or with flash cards rather
than paired with a person to quiz them. They can be given a task and will
complete it on their own for you to correct when complete.

The typical teacher loves this type of student for being “low maintenance.”
Yet, it is really important to check in with him or her regularly to be sure he
or she is not being neglected just because he or she doesn’t demand your
attention.
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X. Books

The individual learner does best when given guidelines up front and left
alone to assimilate the materials. For example, when assigning this child a
book report it is best to give him or her, a formula to follow for each
paragraph. For example:

Paragraph One:
Title
Author
Year Written
Why it was written-(this may require some research which individual
learners often enjoy
doing)

Paragraph Two:
Main Characters (who is the book/story about)
Setting (where does the story take place)
Time Period (when did the story take place)

Paragraph Three:
Introduction--How does the story start?
Conflict or action—what is the problem to be solved or question to be
answered?
Resolution—how is the problem solved or the question answered?

Paragraph Four:
What did I learn from the book/story?
Did I like the story?
Why or Why not?
Would I tell my friends or others to read it?

Having guidance up front, gives the individual learner a blueprint to follow
or a checklist to evaluate his or her work once it is finished. The outline
enables you to provide input for the individual learner without the need for
interaction—which he or she may want to avoid. Similarly, you may provide
key points to be learned from the day’s reading and leave blanks for him or
her to fill in as he or she reads. This enables you to influence what is
perceived as important without interaction. The individual learner often
does well with homework because it is a solo activity. However, it is very
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important to review that homework for errors because he or she is not
likely to come to you if the material isn’t well understood.
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Y. Research

Research is a terrific individual learning experience. Again, guidance up
front empowers the individual learner to do research with specific goals in
mind. The following examples provide two di�erent templates: one for a
biographical report; the second for a science project.

You of course can tailor the template to the needs of your student. Be sure
to have some cards to write down where you got your information as you
do the research. Be sure to complete your bibliography (sources of
information) by listing the sources you have written on the index cards.

Biography Science Project

First Paragraph: What is the process or problem I
want to
Name? understand or solve?
Birthplace?
When? What do I need to know about this
Birth family information? process/problem?

How does it work/not work
Second Paragraph: What materials are involved?
Schooling? How can I make it happen, test it?
Work or lifestyle? What will happen if I do?
Marriage/children?

Third Paragraph: What steps will I take to test what I
thinkwith happen or how it works?
What?

What made him or her special?
How did she or he become involved in this?

What I found out...what were the
results?

How did this make a di�erence? Did I think what would happen,
Happen? Why or why not?

Fourth Paragraph:
What does this person mean to you?
If you could ask him or her, a question what
would it be?
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Be sure to check out how the individual learner interprets the questions
involved. It is typical for him or her to develop a “logic” that may need
correcting before they invest a lot of work in the wrong direction.
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Z. Computers and Internet

Computer programs and electronic games that provide drill and review of
language concepts are ideal for the social/individual learner. Software
programs abound for letter recognition, spelling, reading and grammar.
Many curricula o�er an on-line version of their “workbooks.” Again, the
individual learner needs to be monitored for how much time will be spent
on the computer.

The internet can also be a great source of language arts activities. A
simple search on the subject and grade level of the language material
you’re looking for can yield great results. When teaching children to use
the internet, be sure safety precautions have been taken and children
know what to do and not do on the internet.

Children’s internet use should always be in a public space with the
supervision of a trusted adult. However, it’s also important that you discuss
internet use with the children you serve because they are exposed to the
internet at home and elsewhere. Discussing the negative potential of the
internet with children can protect them from problems in environments
that aren’t monitored as well as they should be. Children should know:

● not all content on the internet is good;
● some sources aren’t true—they give opinions (their own ideas) not

facts;
● some internet sites have harmful information or pictures that will not

help you be or act your best, it is easy to type the wrong thing and
wind up on a site that it harmful to you;

● never give out information about yourself on the internet. Some
people who try to get you to share personal information will use it to
harm you;

● spending too much time on the internet is not good for our health or
for building our relationships with the people around us;

● some sites on the computer can damage your computer and cause
information stored on your computer to be destroyed;

● you need to talk with your parents or a trusted adult about what you
do on the internet; if they question your behavior it is for your good
and you need to be willing to discuss it even if it’s hard.
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1. Letter Formation
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2. Multi Sensory Tutoring Kit

The sensory techniques we’ve covered may require materials. Each of our
tutors is equipped with a bag of the following materials. This enables the
tutor to alter techniques and use those methods most e�ective for the
learning styles of his or her student.

❏ Sidewalk Chalk
❏ Clay
❏ Bowl of rice or sand
❏ Sand paper
❏ Finger Paint
❏ Sticky note paper
❏ Soft and flexible rope
❏ Paint Brush
❏ Cup (for water)
❏ Paper
❏ Pencil
❏ Pencil Sharpener
❏ Eraser
❏ Colored pencils
❏ Crayons (may need to save coloring until the end of the lesson)
❏ Lower case plastic magnetic alphabet
❏ Magnetic wipe o�/dry erase board
❏ Wipe o�/dry erase marker
❏ Index cards
❏ Reading Journal
❏ Mirror
❏ Bag to carry supplies
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Tools for Teaching Language Arts

3. Phonemes (Sounds, Spellings, Sample Words)
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Tools for Teaching Language Arts

4. Letters to Words

Say your emerging reader has mastered the sounds of several consonants,
now you introduce vowels and can move from the letter level to the word
level. That can be quite a challenge. There are two primary tasks a child
must accomplish to navigate this milestone well. One is decoding—being
able to break down the word into sounds, put the sounds together and
read a word. Yes, read a word! What an accomplishment! The other is
segmenting being able to hear the word and break it into its component
sounds and write the word. Yes, write the word! Another great
accomplishment!

Until your student has mastered this transition blocks or sticky notes are
useful tools.

Decoding
Using blocks or sticky notes, write a simple consonant-vowel-consonant,
(CVC) word; example CAT.
Prompt 1: Ask the child to say each separate sound. “Sound it out.” You may
need to separate blocks to help with the decoding. If the child attaches a
vowel to the sound (example /cu/ remind him or her to “clip it”. Otherwise it
is di�cult to move from letter to word.
Prompt 2: Ask the child to blend the sounds. “Keep your motor going.” (That
means don’t quit between sounds—slur them together) Example: /k/ aaaa
/t/
Prompt 3: Asks child to read the word. “Say it fast.” Example “CAT” YEAH!!!
Repeat this process at least 6 times with 6 di�erent CVC words using the
same vowel sound.

Segmenting
Have an assortment of blocks or puzzle pieces available with the letters
you will be using in the CVC words you will want the child to spell.
I want you to spell a word for me using the blocks. Example: “Cat.”
Let’s break it apart:
Isolate the beginning sound; Prompt: Show me what sound it starts with.
Example /k/
Now the medial sound; Prompt: Show me what vowel you hear in the middle.
Example /a/ as in apple
Now the final sound; Prompt: Show me what sound you hear at the end.
Example /t/.
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Now put the letters together and read it back to me. “Cat.”
Great you wrote the word cat using the blocks. Now write it down on the
paper for me.
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Tools for Teaching Language Arts

5. Useful Prompts

A prompt is a quick reminder to use a certain skill in reading or writing a
letter or word.

Letter Skills
Give me the sound—often children have been taught the name of the letter
but not how to sound it out; this can cause problems when trying to learn
the sounds (which is why I use a phonetic based alphabet song instead of
the one to the tune of “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star”—a pet peeve!)

Clip it—it is very common for children, even teachers and aides, to add a
vowel to a consonant when teaching the vowel sound i.e. /b/ is said “baa.”
Not only does this distort the sound it makes the transition from letter to
word much more di�cult.

Short Vowel/Long Vowel—often when trying to decode a vowel sound a
child will read the opposite type of vowel sound. Simply pointing to the
vowel and saying short or long helps the child learn to try one or the other
until the word makes sense. Many teachers today will use the language,
“Does the vowel say its sound (short) or its name (long)?”

Soft/Hard sound—similarly certain letters such as g or c have both hard
and soft sounds. Again, pointing to the letter and saying hard or soft will
help the child learn to try one or the other when reading to find the right
sound for the object.

Word Skills
Reading—making the shift from letters to words can be a challenge. Three
simple prompts make the transition smoother.

Sound it out—this is a prompt to say the sound of each letter
/c/ /a/ /t/
Keep your motor going—this is a prompt to continue the sound from
one letter into the sound from the next c—a—t
Say it fast—this prompt speed the blending of sounds into a word,
“cat”

Writing—hearing a word and writing it can also be a di�cult part of the
transition from letters to words. These simple prompts help with spelling.

Segment it—means take it apart; listen for each sound
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What comes next?—order matters and sometimes children will get
the sounds but not in the right order; encourage him or her to think
of what comes next
Order matters—if the child can write all the letters but not in the
right order, the prompt order matters reminds him or her to consider
the sequence of letters. I usually ask, “Did I say reading the word as
he or she wrote it?” Then I ask the child to order the letters rightly.

Blends—point to the two letter (i.e. sh and say “Keep them together.)”
2 vowels—“When two vowels go walking, the first one does the talking.”
(usually) i & e—“I before E, except after C or when sounding as A as in
neighbor and weigh.” Long vowel with E ending—“Magic E” reminds the
child to make the vowel long and E silent
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Tools for Teaching Language Arts

6. Reading to Children

How do you say, “Richard and Robert purchased a Rottweiler,” without any
“r”s? If you struggled to think out, “__icha__d and __obe__t pu__chased a
__ottweile__,” you are not alone. The emphasis in this book so far has been
the mechanics of reading. I emphasize this because we have proven
success in teaching struggling readers through sensory techniques. But
this is just one aspect of reading—in fact, a very small part of reading.
Once the mechanics have been mastered a whole world opens up through
reading. This is what reading is about, opening the world through the
pages of a book and expanding our horizons vicariously through what we
read.

When I first started running a tutoring program for kindergarteners to
teach them to read, I had tutors read phonetic books to their students. In
frustration, one day a tutor came up to me and asked, “Aren’t we supposed
to be helping children to want to read books like ‘Fifi’s Famous Flute?’” His
point was very valid. So he and I went to a local bookstore and poured over
the children’s books. Some made us cry; some made us laugh; and some of
the pictures captured our hearts.

Within weeks, children weren’t fussing about whether they had to read a
book (even though the tutor was doing the reading). They were actually
fighting over their favorite books; some wanting to hear the same story
over and over—like my sons did at bedtime as young children. Thanks to
Richard they were learning to love to read, not just learning to read!

So how do we choose good books/stories for children?
● Great pictures—the saying “a picture paints a thousand words” is

especially true for young children who cannot yet read. The pictures
engage them before our words do.

● Age appropriate—the stories should not be longer than the child’s
attention (a little stretch is okay). Children should be able to
understand the words. (If not explain them, i.e. “tortoise means
turtle—do you know what a turtle is?”)

● Values—the stories should have positive values or morals and inspire
children to be the best they can be Representative—children should
be able to see themselves in faces they see in the books, children of
di�erent races, ethnic groups, gender, abilities, family styles etc.
should be able to relate to the characters they read about/see
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● No violence—unless a book is being used for therapeutic reasons (i.e.
to discuss abuse), caution should be exercised to avoid violence and
other behaviors you wouldn’t want to see played out by the children

To answer the question at the beginning of this page, “Dick and Bob
bought a dog,” communicates much more than the “r” less mumble with
which most people respond.
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Tools for Teaching Language Arts

7. Telling the Story

How do we engage children in the stories we read?
● Prepare—read the story over and think about questions and

thoughts children might have. I’ll never forget trying to “kill time” with
a group of kindergarteners when I was subbing. I picked up the book
“Matchbook Girl.” Wrong thing to do! The story was very sad and had
us all crying by the time she died—which was a total shock to me
even though I was reading it—I kept waiting for the happy ending. I
don’t know about the children but I had nightmares that night.

● Find a special place—when reading to a group gathering in a circle
at their level (on the floor if they’re little), where all of them can see
the pictures is important. Some teachers make a special reading
space in their classrooms (my favorite is a huge cut out of trees that
makes a special reading space with big comfy pillows and stu�ed
animals).

● Posture—in a school setting there are often restrictions on children
sitting in laps (and given some of the abuse cases we’ve seen
understandably so—for the protection of the adult as well as the
child involved). Yet it is important to be close and approachable
when reading to a child. Your posture should be relaxed and
comforting.

● Presence—the best present you can give is your presence; put aside
whatever distractions are on your mind and encourage the children
to whom you are reading to do the same. Really enter into the story
as if you are there!

● Define listening expectations
o when we listen to a story our bodies and our mouths are

quiet
o when we listen to a story we look at the book or person

reading the book
o when we listen to a story we pay attention—our bodies lean

toward the storyteller
o when we listen we don’t play with anything or touch anyone

else, we focus on the story
● Use non-verbals, it is said that at least 80% of all language is

non-verbal, so pay attention to:
o tone of voice
o volume—take care not to be too loud or too soft
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o actions and gestures
o eye contact

● Ask questions: ask about the content of the story, i.e. show me the
rabbit; or ask about the meaning/moral of the story. i.e. Why did the
slow turtle beat the fast rabbit?

● Be aware of the child’s engagement. If she or he strays, ask more
questions, whisper, speed it up or alter the experience in a way that
re-engages the child.

● Reflect on the experience together. We have a question that we
discuss after each story we read. Each book has a pocket with the
question for that story written on labels. Each child has a reading
journal and after the story is read a label from the book with the title
and the question is placed on a page of the journal. The tutor asks
the child the question and writes the child’s report. For example:
What did the turtle teach us about not giving up?
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8. Discussion

Language is more than reading. It is even more critical to be able to
communicate verbally. Many children who experience reading delays also
have language delays. It may be a speech problem but more often it
involves vocabulary. We assess the skills of every incoming kindergartener
in the three schools we serve. Very few of the children we serve have age
appropriate vocabulary skills.

Encouraging children to talk with you requires patience and perseverance:
● Ask simple questions that require more than a yes or no.
● Be quiet—silence motivates children to respond; don’t fill the void or

o�er your own ideas without really being patient and waiting for the
child to respond

● Listen, listen, listen—most of us are like cars at a four way stop
during conversation. Often we wait our turn to talk, formulating what
we will say instead of really listening to what others are saying.

● Repeat what you hear to the child. Even if what a child is saying
doesn’t seem to make sense, repeating what you hear, validates and
gives the child a sense that they are heard.

● Clarify—follow up with related questions, information or redirecting
them to the point.

● Be aware—often the tutor is the first person to whom a child will
disclose di�cult situations. When a child confides possible abuse or
neglect or other di�culties, the tutor should report what she or he
has heard to the appropriate contact for follow-up.

● Ask children to speak up—if you can’t hear what a child is saying
encourage him or her to speak up—make it fun or it may cause the
opposite impact. Sometimes I yell, “talk like a dinosaur so I can hear
you!” If you have a hearing problem let the child know; give him or her
permission to speak loudly to you.

● Don’t negate feelings or o�er “advice.” Nothing stops the flow of
conversation faster than trite responses and minimizing advice. It is
far more valuable to ask, “What can you do about that? Leading a
child to explore solutions is more valuable than prescribing your
own.

● Of course, if something is disclosed that requires follow-up you will
take action yourself. Make sure the child understands you. Talk
simply and define any words that seem to exceed their
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comprehension (that glazed over look probably means, “what are you
talking about?”) Make sure she or he understands “understand.” It
doesn’t just mean that you heard what was said and can repeat it
but that the words have meaning for you.

● Treat your conversation with the child with as much respect as you
would if you were having a conversation with a respected friend.

The old adage, “Children are better seen, not heard,” is untrue. Children
have a great deal to contribute to the conversation if we merely take the
time to listen and respond!
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9. Vocabulary

Once upon a time, I felt that achieving age appropriate vocabulary was
unreachable for children a�ected by poverty. Understandably, their
exposure to many of the objects found in the textbooks was limited. Again
it was one of the tutors who challenged my assumption. “If you can
increase their letter and word skills with sensory techniques, why not try
that with vocabulary.” As a result we have added two segments to our
lesson plans.

The 1st is a composite picture of items that begin with the phoneme/letter
sound being studied. The tutor describes the object and asks the child to
find the object in the picture. If she or he is not familiar with that object we
repeat the “naming” 6 times (the average number of repetitions required to
move a concept from short term to long term memory). We vary the
prompts rapidly to keep up the child’s interest level.

● I call this ____. What do I call it?
● Say it fast.
● Say it slow.
● Say it quietly.
● Say it loudly.
● One more time, what do I call it?

The 2nd vocabulary activity that encourages vocabulary involves gesture.
Research shows that adding gestures to learning experience greatly
improves retention of the information. Literally, you can hard-wire the
brain to be more responsive to vocabulary by adding related gestures.
Now each lesson plan includes an interactive activity that requires
gestures or action on the child’s part.
For example:
Show me your hand. Child raises hand. What is that? my hand What sound
does that start with? /h/
Brush your hair with your fingers. Child runs fingers through hair. What is
that? my hair What sound does hair start with? /h/
Show me happy. Child smiles. What feeling is that? happy What sound does
happy start with? /h/
Show me hug. Child hugs tutor or self. What did you do? hug What sound
does hug start with? /h/
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Where’s you hip? Child points to hip. What is that called? hip What sound
does hip start with? /h/
Show me you head. Child points to head. What is that called? my head
What sound does head start with? /h/
So what were the results of adding the vocabulary exercises? Children’s
vocabulary scores have improved significantly and most leave our program
with at or above grade level vocabulary skills. She proved me wrong!
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10. Student Profile

Child’s Name

Date of Birth: _____________ Grade _______Teacher: ____________

Parent or Guardian’s Name ____________________________________

Address _______________________ ________________ ______

Home Phone Number __________ Work Phone Number_________

Can you be contacted at work? yes no

Does your child have any food restrictions or allergies?

My child has recently passed a hearing test ___yes ___ no

My child has recently passed a vision test ___yes ___no

I hereby give permission for the school to share and seek information
regarding my
child with the sta� and volunteers of the tutoring program. I give
permission for the sta� and volunteers of the tutoring program to seek
information from other organizations working with my child. I give
permission for my child to be photographed with positive regard.

Signed:__________________________________

Signature of Parent

Date: _______________________

(Please list any concerns you have on the back of this paper.)

Tools for Teaching Language Arts
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11. Word for Word

As a child develops his or her reading ability, speed begins to matter. For
example, we discovered that children who were performing at or above
grade level in reading decoding and comprehension on a nationally
standardized test were performing below grade level on the Ohio
Proficiencies. This was quite a puzzle to us because the national test
seemed tougher and the greater challenge between the two. Then our
social work intern noted that the children were very slow in taking the
national test and asked if they should be given as much time as they
wanted to complete the material. We checked the manual, consulted an
expert, and confirmed our understanding that there was no time limit in
administering the national test. However, the Ohio Proficiencies were timed
and were administered to a group of children. The proficiencies were the
criteria for promotion to the next grade level, (rather than being ‘placed,’
which is a conditional status); and they are also required for graduation.

Speed does matter! What slows a child down? With my oldest child I was
concerned that he read every word, “word for word.” If he made even the
slightest error I was quick to correct him. As a result he reads very
methodically and very accurately, but also very slowly. When a test is not
timed he usually performs in the 99th percentile for his age group. If the
test is timed his percentile rank has been as much as 10% lower. By the time
I started working with my younger son’s reading, I was more laid back and
didn’t correct a word unless it a�ected the meaning of what he was
reading. This son reads very quickly and comprehends in the 99th
percentile for his age group whether or not the test is timed. Of course,
there are biological di�erences and environmental di�erences that impact
the two brothers, but the way they learned to read has a profound impact.
Even after speed reading courses my oldest son lacks the confidence to fly
through his assignments for fear of ‘missing something important.’ I have
since seen this, the same scenario played out, by one concerned parent
after another; they over-correct their children when reading. My advice is
to lighten up. After a child has the mechanics down don’t insist on “word
for word.”

Tools for Teaching Language Arts
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12. Tracking Fluency

Fluency means being able to read smoothly and quickly with
understanding. This exercise does not measure comprehension but does
enable you measure the speed and accuracy of the mechanics of reading.
To track fluency:

1. Choose a selection from the appropriate grade level material and
make two copies.

2. For three minutes, while the child reads from one copy, mark the
other copy for any errors. Use a clipboard and mark the errors out of
view of the reader.

3. After three minutes count the number of words accurately read and
divide by three. This gives you a word per minute count. From week to
week repeat this exercise to measure improvement.

Date:

Tools for Teaching Language Arts
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13. A�rmation

Most children who have been struggling with language development have
self-esteem issues related to the frustration and sense of failure regarding
reading and writing. It is important to acknowledge that it is not usually a
child’s attitude that keeps him or her from reading and writing his or her
best, but the lack of ability that leads a child to develop an attitude of
indi�erence and apathy. Which comes first, the chicken or the egg?’ Is it
the attitude that a�ects language performance or failure to be
able to speak, read or write that a�ects the attitude? Usually the
frustration of not being able to do what others are doing leads to the
negative attitude.

Even without the need for damage repair, children should be given
a�rmation whenever struggling with a new task. When doing so it is
important to give a child specific, positive feedback on his or her e�ort,
rather than general vague comments of praise. One of the drawbacks with
what some people call ‘praise’ or generalized comments are that these
become images to live up to (i.e. good girl, pretty girl, smart boy, etc.) that
can be limiting and guilt-producing for a child. The other criticism is that
‘praise’ emphasizes pleasing the ‘praiser’ and not producing quality work.
A child who has been praised for a “pretty” drawing will produce hundreds
of “pretty” drawings, regardless of quality, to attempt to amass praise. It
feels good. The child whose art is encouraged by specific comments has
an idea of how to evaluate his or her own work. Try comments such as, the
colors you chose are really bright, “tell me about this picture,” “you put a lot
of time into this detail.” “This is a good shape for that...’ Or better yet ask
the child, “What do you like about your work?”

It is also important for a child to be able to internalize positive self-talk.
Place reminder cards around the environment (i.e. on the bathroom mirror
at home, or the child’s desktop at school, that say, ‘I can do this!’ ‘I will do
my best!’ ‘I can read!’ Limit a child’s ability to use the word ‘can’t.’ One of my
favorite Chicken Soup for the Soul stories is about the teacher who took
her class outside to bury ‘can’t.’ They listed all the things they had said, ‘I
can’t” about and put them to rest forever. Model language that gives a
child the kind of internal dialogue he or she needs to feel successful. Let
the child know that just because a skill is out of reach now, does not mean
it won’t be mastered later. Keep in mind the image of the Little Engine that
Could, “I think I can. I think I can. I think I can.”

Tools for Teaching Language Arts
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14. Helping Too Much

Is It possible to help too much? Of course it is! Tutors are often moved to
pity for the child who has di�culty keeping up with his or her peers. But
doing work for the child only continues to perpetuate his or her problems.
It is important that, after a child has been taught a skill, she or he wrestles
with the work by himself or herself. This can be very di�cult because many
of these children have become very skilled at manipulating adults to cope
with their own shortcomings. Tears, tantrums and plenty of “I can’ts” will be
poured out lavishly to convince a tutor or parent to take over the workload.

What if a child needed accommodations to complete the work? If a child
doesn’t complete the work by his or herself that should be noted directly
on the work in pen so that the teacher is aware that the child is not
capable of completing the work alone. Both children and parents, unwilling
to admit their children’s shortcomings, will often erase comments written in
pencil. Since some teachers do not correct their student’s homework, it is
important to bring any concerns up directly to the teacher as
well written comments. If needed it is also valuable to maintain an
assignment notebook that is confirmed by the teacher, (initiated if all
assignments are listed) and checked by the parent and homework helper.
The notebook also becomes a good vehicle for regular communications
with the teacher.

If the child can complete the work but refuses to put forth the e�ort to do
so, the work should not be done by anyone else. Children need to know
that there are consequences for their actions. No one will bail them out if
they don’t do the work required to get a decent grade. Every time we do
something for a child that he or she is capable of doing for him or herself
we are handicapping the child. We send them the message that they are
less capable and are dependent on us. Their ability to perform on tests or
without our support is greatly diminished. What coach goes out in the
middle of the ball game to take over for a player? Likewise, you need to
stay on the sideline and not be the one
playing the game.

Tools for Teaching Language Arts
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15. Don't Get Discouraged

Tutoring and teaching can be a very emotionally draining job. It is easy to
be overwhelmed by the immense task before you. Sometimes it feels as if
we have made very little progress with our students.

A teacher trainer once drew a diagram with two pinpoints on a map of the
United States. The pinpoints nearly overlapped so they were so close
together. One point she said represented a young child who benefited from
your teaching, the other a child who had not. Though they seemed very
close to one another she pointed out that even if a child moves only the
slightest degree from where he or she began over time that slight
di�erence could make a huge di�erence in where the child ends up. If as a
result of an intervention a child has moved even slightly, that change over
time will put him in Florida instead of Maine. (I was teaching in California at
the time).

We will not always know what the impact of our e�ort will be. On rare
occasions we have a student return to thank us, but, if you’re like me, most
of the time we are nagged by self-doubt. Trust yourself and put forth your
best e�ort today. We walk according to the light we have and cannot judge
the past on what we know in the present or the present by what we will
know in the future.

Tools for Teaching Language Arts
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16. Accomodations

When a child faces academic challenges we can adapt the way we teach to
empower them to overcome the di�culties. Here are some suggestions:

● talk clearly and slowly—give your student time to process what you
are saying

● be patient—give the child ample time to respond
● pick your place—some children may need to alter their location to be

free of distractions; this may mean moving their workspace away
from others or the use of a carrel to help him or her focus

● have fewer problems on a page or use a blank sheet to cover some of
the problems to help focus on fewer at a time—it can be
overwhelming to face a full sheet of problems/information at once

● repeat directions, paraphrase or give alternate
explanation/information geared to this child

● ask for feedback on the directions/information
● provide study sheets/lecture outlines with the most important

content clearly spelled out
● introduce any new vocabulary, define and have the child repeat
● use computers to provide drill and repetition
● permit the use of electronic devices such as calculators, audio books

etc.
● underline errors and review with the child
● give separate grades for content and mechanics
● use immediate reinforcement such as a piece of cereal or “high five”

with each correct response
● teach the child and his or her parents to use an assignment

notebook and review it each day
● great resource to communicate with parents regularly
● extend time for tests and assignments when possible
● use test formats/language that can be more clearly

answered/understood
● reduce paper and pencil task and use sensory techniques as often

as possible
● link the learning to gestures whenever possible
● use the buddy system or a peer group to study together
● make no assumptions—point out the obvious
● make sure understanding can be demonstrated—not just verbally

repeated
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● provide frequent review of material previously learned
● keep your sensory materials with you at all times and if one method

isn’t working use something else from your available resources

Tools for Teaching Language Arts
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17. Assessment

So much emphasis has been put on academic testing over the last ten
years—with “No Child Left Behind” and other programs aimed at measuring
achievement. But assessment is best used, not to measure shortcomings,
but to target needs and allocate resources. Assessment is most valuable
on the front end of the learning experience so that we know which
students need what kind of help.

We have been blessed over the last 20 years with the privilege of assessing
our students’ ability at intake. For our after school program we used the
Kaufman Test of Educational Achievement (KTEA) and for younger ones the
Kaufman Survey of Early Academic and Language Skills (KSEALS). Both
provide a good measurement of existing skills and give us a sense of where
to start with each individual and how intense an intervention is needed to
make a di�erence. The KTEA even comes with software that suggests areas
to work on to progress. We usually follow up with a measure of
phonological awareness after the KSEALS to determine what needs to be
addressed next.

I discovered these resources while observing assessments at our near-by
Children’s Hospital and their Cincinnati Center for Developmental
Disorders. The folks providing the assessment recommended these tools
for their reliability, ease of use for paraprofessionals, and clarity of results.
What I find extremely valuable with the KSEALS is the distinction between
receptive ability and expressive ability. I found that the majority of our
students (many from low income households) on intake have near average
or better receptive ability (the ability to take in knowledge) but below
average or worse expressive ability (the ability to demonstrate knowledge).
Realizing this di�erence has made a huge di�erence in our ability to
address their needs. Many children who have been written o�,
marginalized or what one of our volunteers calls treated as “no deposit, no
return” really do have the receptive intelligence but need to develop the
neurology to express what they know. Sensory teaching techniques
empower these children to bridge stronger areas of their brain (i.e. motor,
visual, etc.) with the language center and build the dendrites to begin to
express themselves.

In saying that these assessments are easy to administer, I don’t want to
downplay the commitment it takes to implement this process. Although it
may take only half an hour to administer the KSEALS to one child and
another 15 minutes to half an hour to score it, when you have more than
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100 incoming kindergartners to test that’s a lot of work. We have trained
qualified volunteers to administer the test and keep our costs down. The
KTEA involves even more time, but it too can be administered by
paraprofessionals and the ability to score it electronically is valuable.
Testing materials can be a big expense as well.

There are other worthwhile resources available for assessment so evaluate
your choices:

● Is the test reliable, multi-culturally standardized and well researched?
● Can the test be administered by trained paraprofessionals?
● Does the test give clear results that can provide direction for “next

steps” with each individual?
● Does the test (especially with young children) distinguish between

receptive and expressive ability?

Tools for Teaching Language Arts
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18. Checklist for Lesson Planning

A good lesson plan is individualized to the needs of the child and
empowers him or her to take the next step in his or her development. What
are critical elements of our weekly lesson plans? This sample is geared to
our kindergartners and literacy but can be adapted for any age and
subject.

● Drill—we use two songs, Discovery Toys’ “Alphabet Sound Song” from
the CD Sounds Like Fun and “Old MacDonald Had a Book” (see
Lesson G). This serves as: a gathering—a call to action that unites
the group; a review—repeating basic phonemes; and a
transition—helping children as a group move from the classroom to
one-on-one tutoring.

● Reading—it is not only important to teach children how to read, but
to teach them to love to read. Good dramatic reading of material
that engages the child draws him or her into the world of reading,
exposing children to experiences beyond their own. We provide
stories that have strong values. The child chooses from a library of
these and after the story is read by the tutor the value is discussed, a
question of how that applies to the child is asked, and his or her
response is written in a journal. As the child’s skill improves he or she
begins to do more of the reading.

● “Workbook Pages”—this can be written work or can be done
electronically but it introduces the new material to be learned and
provides interactive experiences that reinforce the concept. Our
workbooks include a tactile introduction to the letter and sound, a
visual “hunt” for objects that begin with that sound.

● Sensory Activity—the tutor uses one of the techniques given above,
tactile, visual, musical, social etc., to reinforce the concept being
learned and moves this learning from short term to long term
memory. This is a critical element that “hardwires” the brain to learn
language. As the tutor gets to know the child, his or her preferred
learning style becomes evident and what is most e�ective with this
particular child should replace the suggested activity to reinforce
learning.

● Vocabulary—an interaction between the tutor and child that
introduces or reviews related vocabulary using gesture, which,
according to research markedly improves retention

● Review—we provide picture pages that reviews previously learned
concepts and integrates the new concept into what has been
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learned. One of these pages is receptive, having the letters and the
pictures; the other is expressive having only the pictures and a blank
for the child to fill in the letters on his or her own

● Reinforcement—we usually end our session with a snack to reward
the child for his or her work. Verbal and non-verbal a�rmation
should be given throughout the lesson yet having a reward to work
toward is a strong incentive for most children

Tools for Teaching Language Arts
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18. Collective Responsibilities

Sometimes we hear a truth so often that we become inoculated. We cease
to be amazed at how profound that truth is. “It takes a village to raise a
child,” is one of those truths. I’ve heard it so often that it has become a flip
response, even an excuse for why one person is not able to make a
di�erence. Parents may complain their children aren’t learning because of
the teachers. Teachers may complain their students aren’t learning
because of the parents. Community members may complain about the
cost of educating children and the lack of school or work readiness. But we
are all accountable and are all a�ected by the lack of well-being of our
children!

Barbara Bush, a local community leader and advocate for the poor, was
recently asked to speak about the current foreclosure crisis. She
challenged those who feel that “it’s their problem and they brought it on
themselves.” “Even if people can’t find compassion for others who have
been hit by hard economic times, at least care about their own property
values and how foreclosure has devalued their homes,” she challenged. A
similar principle is in play with the crisis of education and child well-being.
Even if you think you are not a�ected, you are! We pay for our lack of
concern in diminished safety, the cost of enforcement (the number of jail
cells needed in the future are based on the number of fourth graders who
cannot read), the lack of a workforce to secure our future well-being as a
nation.

Bill and Melinda Gates have done an amazing job of highlighting how
good teachers profoundly influence their students’ ability to learn. The
recent survey conducted with The Gates Foundation found that good
teachers “bridge school and home to raise student achievement.” Good
teachers involve parents and care-givers. Many parents of the children we
serve have not known academic or career success themselves, yet struggle
and desire to provide better for their children. As a community we can
bridge the community, “school and home to raise student achievement.” We
can:

● volunteer in classrooms to provide one on one learning experiences
● volunteer in afterschool programs that provide academic support
● if we don’t have the time, we can commit financial support to these

e�orts (or do both)
● advocate for just school funding and support school levies that

improve service to our children
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● provide education and support to parents who are struggling to
meet their children’s needs hold one another accountable, parents,
teachers and community partners to be their best and

● provide their best for our children’s well-being
● raise the expectations for our children and step in when you see a

child not doing what he or she should
● be the villagers that join in the blessings of raising our children!

Tools for Teaching Language Arts
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20. Volunteers

I was invited to take part in an international dialogue on youth and
violence at New York University as a guest of the Goethe Institute of
Germany in the mid-nineties. It was a great opportunity to share best
practices with folks who care about children from around the globe. One of
the attributes of American culture I came to value more than ever, is our
heritage of volunteering. My German counterparts were amazed that I
could get over 60 people to work for free in our afterschool program at the
time. I don’t know how any non-profit can serve the needs of children
without committed and caring volunteers.

Creating and maintaining a good volunteer program requires dedication
and structure. Our volunteers receive:

● hands on orientation familiarizing them with our methods and
information about child/brain

● development
● a manual of methods and practical helps
● a packet of materials to work with the children they serve
● a welcoming environment in which to work
● weekly lesson plans that give clear directions and are individualized

for the child served
● supervision during the tutoring sessions
● intervention and support when needed
● a�rmation and consideration (we all need to feel we belong)
● substitutes (now and then we need a day or two o�)
● recognition gift and/or an event at least once a year (we need to feel

appreciated)
● correction and redirection when needed (maybe a di�erent task

better suits this volunteer)

Not every school or afterschool program has the luxury of a paid volunteer
coordinator; but if you can find the funding, he or she is worth the
expense. To have to pay for the hours served by volunteers, the budgets
for my programs would need to be at least thirty times what they are.
Leveraging funding by demonstrating the savings provided in-kind by
volunteers is also a benefit of a well-organized and documented volunteer
program.

A good volunteer experience is mutually beneficial to the child being
served and the volunteer providing the service. Research shows that the
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post retirement lifespan of men after retirement is much greater when they
volunteer. “Helper high” is a well-documented phenomenon that shows how
beneficial service to others is for the person who reaches out to serve.
Many seniors who have worked with our programs have shared, “This is the
highlight of my week and the most important thing I do.” Volunteering not
only makes a di�erence in the lives of others it improves our quality of
life!

Tools for Teaching Language Arts

21. Favorite Resources
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Rather than try to give you a comprehensive list of resources, that’s always
changing, here’s a list of my favorites and why.

Assessments:
Kaufman Survey of Early Academic and Language Skills (K-SEALS)
Author(s): Alan S. Kaufman and Nadeen L. Kaufman
Why? It gives separate measures for receptive and expressive ability which
helps us target intervention most appropriately. This test is for early
childhood or gives age equivalence for those with developmental delays.

Kaufman Test of Educational Achievement, Second Edition (KTEA-II)
Author(s): Alan S. Kaufman & Nadeen L. Kaufman
Why? If scored with the computer program, it generates next steps for
development. I find this test most useful for first grade and up.

Theory of Multiple Intelligence:
Frames of Mind: The Theory of Multiple Intelligences
Author: Howard Gardner
Why? This book explores the idea that intelligence comes in many forms.
Although it was not a starting point for me, others have drawn parallels to
this work as “theory behind your practice”.

Phonemic Drill:
“The Alphabet Sound Song”, Sounds Like Fun by Barbara Milne, Discovery
Toys
Why? Gives the most common sound of each letter and repeats six times
each (that magic number that moves concepts from short to long term
memory. Combined with our “Old MacDonald Had a Book” this covers most
of the early phonemes.

Workbooks:
Making Sense of Language Arts, Workbooks One, Two and Three
Author: Linda S. Wihl Illustrator: Mark Kinne
Why? Okay, I’m biased but these workbooks have been designed to work
one on one with multi-sensory techniques and introduce the word level
early on. In urban schools the turn-over can be 25% in a year so we want
our students to experience reading their first words before the winter
holiday (when some may move).

Explode The Code, Educators’ Publishing Service,
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Why? These workbooks, beginning with Get Ready for the Code, cover the
phonemes, word level and sentence level for readers from Kindergarten to
grade four. There are enough pages per phoneme for daily classroom use
(for our tutors who wanted to do it all, more than can be covered in 45
minutes) and introduces all the consonant sounds before moving on to the
vowels (which many traditionalists prefer). We used these books for many
years in our program and they are a trusted resource.

Values Education
Megaskills: Building Our Children's Character and Achievement for School
and Life
Author: Dorothy Rich Ed.D.

Why? Has great ideas to incorporate character building into your reading
with children.
Anyone passionate about helping children learn to read and write
continues to seek out resources that meet the needs of the children
served. My latest discovery is the Lindamood-Bell programs that provide
the means to address specific needs more directly than I was able to in the
past. So the following are new to my list of favorites.

Phonemic Awareness
Again, it is important not to assume that because a child hears what is
said that he or she understands what is said. Some children have di�culty
with auditory processing and do not hold the sounds, words, sentences, or
paragraphs in their minds. Phonemic awareness is the skill that helps a
child retain sounds and the ability to produce the sounds, retain the
sequence of sounds and later syllables, and words.

Lindamood Phoneme Sequencing Program for Phonemic Awareness,
Reading and Spelling
Patricia C. Lindamood and Phyllis D. Lindamood, Gander Publishing

Symbol Imagery
Once a person masters the decoding and encoding of words (reading and
spelling mechanics) it is vital to make the processes automatic. Developing
and expanding a repertoire of sight words and increasing fluency is
essential to move beyond the mechanics and read with speed and
accuracy.

Seeing Stars for Reading Accuracy and Fluency, Nancy Bell, M.A., Gander
Publishing.
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Comprehension
Comprehension is the skill that empowers the reader or listener to retain
the content read or heard, and understand what is being said.

Verbalizing and Visualizing for Language Comprehension, Nancy Bell,
Gander Publishing

Tools for Teaching Language Arts
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22. Phonological Awareness

My new granddaughter fascinates me! I watch how she communicates with
sounds and body language and how she responds to encouragement by
expressing more of the same when she gets a reaction. It is astounding
how infants sift through the communications of adults and learn a
complex language through trial and error. And she’s only two months old!
But it’s not so automatic for some; it’s a lot more trying. Simple things most
of us take for granted can be much more complex to others.

Some children may need help feeling how phonemes are produced. Each
phoneme or sound has a set of muscles to be moved to vocalize. Some
sounds have the same mouth or tongue position but one may be quiet
and the other voiced i.e. /f/ and /v/. Many children confuse similar
sounding vowel sounds and being able to help them feel how they di�er is
very helpful. The Lindamood phonemic awareness methods are very
valuable in helping children feel how to produce sounds and eventually
link these sounds to the symbols we associate with them/letters.

From baby talk, to story-telling/reading, to rhyming, to sounding out and
blending words, we teach children to be more aware of the building blocks
of language and how they are pieced together to form words/stories.

One of the prompts we frequently use with children who are just beginning
to write simple words is “order matters.” Often a child will be able to identify
“a” and “t” and “c” as the letters that make up the word “cat” but will not put
these letters in the order that creates the word. Our response is to say,

“Good job hearing those sounds! You wrote the word “atc”, (doing our best
to pronounce that word:
/a/ /t/ /k/) and then say “Order matters; let’s see if we can put those
sounds in order to spell /c/ /a/ /t/.”
It may take a few repetitions but it will soon become automatic for most
children.

Teaching children to focus on the order of sounds can be a fun learning
activity:
Manipulating the sounds/syllables in words by:
substituting a single sound,
omitting a sound,
adding a sound,
flipping sounds (sp to ps)
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or when the move to multi-syllable words occurs, doing the same while
adding common beginnings
and endings etc.

Again the Lindamood-Bell programs are great resources for developing
these skills:
Lindamood Phoneme Sequencing Program for Phonemic Awareness,
Reading and Spelling Patricia C. Lindamood and Phyllis D. Lindamood,
Gander Publishing

Tools for Teaching Language Arts
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23. Symbol Imagery

Written language is the dividing line between prehistoric and historic
times. The ability to write down our history, our stories and pass our legacy
from generation to generation is all due to those who found a way to
image language through the use of symbols. Some created symbols that
represented entire words (pictograms), others symbols for syllables
(syllabaries), and others symbols for sounds of alphabets.

I’ve mentioned Sequoia before, he developed the Cherokee language that
empowered them to preserve their history and language at a time when
other nations’ histories were being obliterated. In the War of 1812, he
watched English speaking soldiers write home to their families and longed
to be able to communicate in writing with his family. When he returned to
his home, he became “obsessed” with developing symbols to image the
Cherokee language and with the help of his daughter Ayoka, he did so. He
would play games with her writing symbols for her to read and this
mystified others. Some called it “witchcraft” and would ridicule him. But he
became the most honored member of the Cherokee nation.

So we continue to share our legacy with our children through the symbol
imagery of the alphabet and the sounds, words and stories they represent.
Beyond the decoding and encoding of writing into sounds or sounds into
written words, we need to become fluent in our use of these symbols.

The debate between “whole language” methods and “phonics” methods is,
in part, fueled by teaching phonics without moving beyond the mechanics
to be fluent. Although the mechanics of decoding and encoding may be
mastered, if a child is still sounding out every word to read or spell, the
process is burdensome and slow. Skills that empower an emerging reader
to visualize the symbols, at first letters for sounds, then syllables, then
whole words, will speed up the process and make reading more enjoyable.
Writing the words down and collecting a repertoire of “sight words”
empowers the child to build his or her fluency—decoding or encoding less
and seeing the words as a whole. The purpose of “Making Sense of
Language Arts” is to empower children, of any age, to both understand the
symbols we use and apply the use of these symbols in expressing their
stories.
For additional specific ideas for intervention for those with symbol
imagery problems check out Seeing Stars for Reading Accuracy and
Fluency, Nancy Bell, M.A., Gander
Publishing. Methods such as:
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● air-writing, writing with a finger, slightly above eye level to image the
sounds in a visual way

● that helps “hold” the image in one’s mind,
● developing a repertoire of sight words with the use of common sight

word lists (such as Dolch)
by:

● tracking both spelling (through her “Visual Spelling Chart) and
● reading (through her use of the “Sight Word Box”)
● tracking fluency (by charting words per minute and errors over time)

etc..

Tools for Teaching Language Arts
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Part of the debate between the whole language and phonics is
comprehension. Some say that reducing language to its building blocks
does not help emergent readers understand what they are reading. While,
others say simply scanning words in context also doesn’t assure
comprehension in other contexts.

One of the most valuable experiences of my most recent quest for literacy
learning has been exposure to Nancy Bell’s work on comprehension. It
dawned on her, through her work in literacy education that those who
comprehend best, picture best. With Visualizing and Verbalizing* she
shares her techniques to empower readers to move beyond mere reading
to understanding.

Beginning with pictures she teaches students to “verbalize what they
visualize.” Then, with larger and larger chunks of written language
(sentences, multiple sentences, paragraphs to passages) she teaches her
students to visualize from the words read to them or by them. I’ve only
been employing these techniques for a little over three months but have
seen life changing results in students’ ability to comprehend written and
spoken language.

We are working on ways to help even the youngest learner—without much
life experience—visualize simple stories, hold those images in their minds,
and be able to share the stories with their tutors in a way that
demonstrates understanding.

Just like many seniors concerned about memory lapse are turning to brain
exercises to improve their memory, we can encourage young people to
exercise their brains and see things they’ve never seen before! The left side
of the brain takes in words and the right side images what is being said or
read. With Nancy Bell’s mental gymnastics readers can comprehend what
they read (even those who are fluent with the mechanics but low in
comprehension) and learn to love to read! Encouraging readers to
visualize as they read makes all the di�erence in their ability to
comprehend!

Another useful technique Bell employs is the use of a “vocabulary box.”
Words the reader has di�culty remembering the meaning of are written on
index cards. On the reverse side of the card a definition meaningful to the
reader, a sentence using the word, and a drawing, give the reader prompts
for understanding the word. These are collected in an index box and
moved from slow, medium, fast to retired when the reader can quickly
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verbalize the meaning of the word in response to reading it. Check out
Verbalizing and Visualizing for more great ideas!

*Verbalizing and Visualizing for Language Comprehension, Nancy Bell,
Gander Publishing

Tools for Teaching Language Arts
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Another critical element of the Lindamood-Bell programs is error
handling. Rather than pointing out errors and correcting them directly,
instructors are expected to:

● give specific praise for something right
● question to the response (ask a question based on the student’s

error-i.e. if the student is reading a nonsense word pook but says
“prook” the instructor may cover the word and ask,“What did you see
after the letter p?”

● depending on the student’s response the instructor continues to ask
questions that will guide the student from “wrongsville to rightsville.”
(i.e. if the student responds “r,” the instructor

● would say, ”I agree that would say ‘prook,’ let’s check and see what
comes after the p.” If the student says “o” then the instructor might
then say something like “When you said p-r-ook what letter did you
feel after the p?”

This process of self-discovery, being guided by the instructor’s questions
empowers the student to learn to self-correct, to recognize his or her own
errors and make the needed changes. It is fascinating to watch a student
transition from needing questions to self-correcting within a few
repetitions of a new skill. The Lindamood-Bell materials mentioned before
are rich with common errors related to the skills being taught and error
handling scripts that can serve as guides when trying to address a
concern.

I mentioned before how many children with reading di�culties develop
negative coping skills that may result in behavior problems. To address
behavior problems in a positive manner, the Langsford Learning
Acceleration Center, where I currently serve, uses Goal Sheets. Behavioral
goals are stated in the positive i.e. “I will remain positive. I will accomplish
at least 5-6 tasks. I will answer my teacher’s endless thinking questions. etc”
Reviewing these goals before a session reminds students of their
behavioral expectations and can be referred to as needed during the
session. At the end of the session, goals are scored for completion and a
reward of a sticker or prize can be earned. This is a helpful technique in
addressing behavior that not only frustrates the instructor but the student
as well and impedes his or her progress.

Patience is a prerequisite for anyone who works with young people. Not
only do the children need someone who will bear with challenging behavior
and academic struggles, the instructor also needs to be patient with him
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or herself. Sometimes taking a breath to avoid jumping on an error and
formulating a positive response helps us to be patient with ourselves. We
need to talk with the students positively and our self-talk needs to be
positive!

Tools for Teaching Language Arts
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This is not my own thought but over the years I’ve lost track of the sources.
There is a huge di�erence between being a “helper” and being a “servant!” I
begin each tutor orientation with the question, “Who is here to help?” and
everyone raises their hand. I then ask them to leave. I explain, “Our children
don’t need helpers, they need servants and here are the primary
di�erences.”

Helpers tend to be motivated to volunteer because of “ego.” “I have a lot to
o�er needy children.” Servants see the need for “equity.” They believe, given
the right resources and coaching, the child is able to succeed. They
approach their students as capable of achieving as much or more than
they have.

Helpers tend to be concerned with the task, getting the job done. Often
when a child is not able to complete the task on his or her own, the helper
will give him or her the answer (sometimes without even realizing it). A
servant knows that when a child is struggling to accomplish a task this is a
teachable moment and giving the student the guidance and patience
needed to do the task him or herself is much more important than just
“getting it done.” The person matters much more than the task.

Helpers tend to make excuses for children. Many of the children we serve
come from tough situations. Poverty, academic failure, substance abuse,
frequent mobility, violence, abuse, neglect, institutionalization of a family
member, may be present in their communities or homes and they may have
many challenges to overcome. A helper will o�er these situations as
excuses for poor performance. Without realizing it, by pitying the child they
reinforce a sense of “poor you/good me”. A servant will raise expectations.
“Yes, despite di�cult situations you can do, and become the best
you can be and you can succeed!” The di�erence between a victim and
victor is often whether those around him or her o�er excuses or raise
expectations.

Helpers tend to flatter children. They are lavish in generalizations, “good
boy” or “good girl”. Saying, “That’s a pretty picture,” will often result in a
child fiendishly drawing picture after picture for more flattery. Servants
a�rm, they give specific positive feedback on what is done well. “You chose
bright colors. That circle is really rounded well,” encourages a child to do
his or her best. Even better yet one tutor pointed out to me, “I ask the child
what he or she did right. Then they can a�rm themselves for a job well
done.”
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So are you a servant or a helper?
Do you focus on the task or the person?
Do you make excuses or raise expectations?
Do you flatter or a�rm?
Is it all about ego or equity?

We can do no great things, only small things with great love. Mother Teresa
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